
HUSTINGS NOVEMBER 2016: MINUTES 

 

Conor introduces himself: the nominees (non-contested) shall have a minute each, 

contested positions: 2 mins.  

Ball Sec: Abigail- I’m organised and good at communicating, would love to give back to 

Linacre.  

Luciana-N/A 

Sports: Jaeyoung- Dphil student in geography and have been associated with Tennis, yoga, 

ladies that lift as well as rowing so I am experienced and know how sports work. Would like 

to actively communicate with the college and its members.  

OUSU Rep: Arianna- be the rep because the union for me is all about representation and it 

frustrates me that people don’t care. I want to make sure we’re heard from this college. 

Have worked with the student union before so I will try and get to know people to make our 

voices heard.  

Ball Pres: Brittany- have organised events in the past, extremely organised and can motivate 

the team. Have lots of ideas and would love to create a fun and fantastic evening.   

Boyoung: used to be the publicity officer and social sec, was also a ball designer two years 

ago so I have the necessary contacts, have a retail degree and am the current music society 

president and am good with organising events, I like to accommodate people’s needs.  

Ulrich: speech given on his behalf by Conor  

Welfare: CJ- I think Linacre should be home and I will encourage a community atmosphere. 

Set up a help me out board so everyone can help each other out. Plan to buy a community 

van. Salam- How do see the relationship with the women’s officer developing? I need help 

from all the members and I’m very happy that there is a women’s officer. It is a team job 

Ryan- I take great pride in being the welfare officer and I am someone you can talk to if you 

need any help with any sort of health problems or if you want support. Most of the time on 

site and will continue to recommend motions and will try to employ a more creative use of 

the welfare budget, will ensure that Linacre has the best of sources. Will try and create more 

exec positions. Willing to give more and will be as committed if not more than last year. 

Social Secs: 

Derek- starting my Dphil, learnt from the current social secs and would like to push for more 

serious changes such as making it easier to sign up for events like formal dinner.   

Sapna: worked in the student association and have organised trips for international 

students, used to support students. Will also be a peer supporter next term.  

Tom: lit student, would be an honour to be a part of this, a good balances social experience 

is necessary. I was a social sec for my halls in my undergrad, have organised parties, lectures 

etc. Work as a part of a production company as well.  



Dan: Was a rep for a year and organised lunches, bar crawls etc Worked for a company and 

helped with fundraising and events.  

Charities and Dev Officer: Itzaak: MPhil in Eco, member of giving what we can, applying 

because I believe that Linacre can be doing much more- worth considering a charities levy 

where everyone can give 2 or 3 pounds to charities voluntarily. Lots of charities like 'malaria 

foundation' organise talks and raise money. Work harder to increase transparency. Not very 

clear where the money is going atm.   

Emma: Masters in law, currently the officer and hoping to be voted in. Used to be the 

president of charities at my undergrad uni, used to putting on large scale events and have 

won an award for the same in the past. Want the charities post to me more transparent and 

hope that we can all get more involved. Have been the head of a charity: Mary’s meals which 

encourages kids to go to school by providing meals. Oxford charity scene: Ox hub and make 

more connections. 

Publicity Officer: Frances- Msc Modern Jap Studies, carry on Conor’s legacy and have 

experience as an International peer advisor, have organised parties before. Speak Jap and 

Mandarin.  

Linacre Lines: Nyree- DPhil in archaeological science, have a background in editing and 

publishing. Start an online journal of Linacre news and try posting publications, proficient in 

design and would love to work with everyone.  

Women’s Officer: Rebecca- anthropology, something that struck me was that this college 

had no women’s officer and helped frame the motion which was passed. Involved with a 

campaign and gained feminist connections, set up a gender party network with around 600 

members, have a good theoretical background. Free sanitary product and pregnancy tests- 

increase accessibility by having a discrete service. Create mentoring events.  

Swati-strictly defining this role will be counter-productive but I do have some principles- 

create safe spaces for women and will be happy to integrate with the rest of the welfare 

network. Important to work with the LGBTQ officers and have their voices heard as well. 

Cater to women of colour, different nationalities and disabilities. Finishing my training as a 

peer supporter. 4 dimensions- open discussions and convene a bi weekly meeting, run focus 

groups, make myself available for several hours for individual concerns, organise more social 

events for women and encourage consent workshops.  

Environmental Officer: Monica: Msc in Nature and Environmental Governance. Hope to 

work with the college to encourage sustainability. If elected I will work with the green and 

allotment soc and encourage the students to be more active in the green initiates that are 

going on. Organise more tours.  


